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ABSTRACT propose a method that determines these cost factors auto- 
ma6cally such that all classes, i.e., minority and majority 

method in the of the RBF classifier. 

This Paper presents a new algorithm for the construction and classes, are roughly equally important. We demonstrate this 
training of an RBF neural network with unbalanced data. In 
applications, minority classes with much fewer samples are 

ral network usually is biased towards classes with majority 

cation accuracy of minority classes while maintaining the 
overall classification performance. 

For unbalanced data sets, two methods had been pre- 
Often present in data The learning process Of a sented in [ I l l .  In the first the samples of minority 

classes were duplicated to increase their effects on 

snowball method proposed in [ 181 for multi-font character 
recognition was used to improve the accuracy of the minor- 

populations. Our focused On improving the ing neural networks. In the second method, the so-called 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In neural network training, if some classes have much fewer 
samples compared with the other classes, the neural net- 
work system may respond wrongly for the minority classes 
because the overwhelming samples in the majority classes 
dominate the adjustment procedure in training. 

Berardi and Zhang [3] proposed a cost-sensitive neu- 
ral networks, by introducing different costs associated with 
making errors in different classes. When they calculated 
the sum of squared errors for the multiplayer perceptron 
(MLP) neural network, they multiplied each term by a class- 
dependent factor (cost). This idea has a much earlier origin 
in machine learning, that is, the loss matrix [4] which deals 
with different risks (costs) associated with making errors in 
different classes. For example, in classification of medi- 
cal images, these class-dependent risk factors will need to 
be selected from practical experiences. By assigning larger 
costs to minority classes, Berardi and Zhang [3] were able 
to improve the classification accuracies for minority classes. 
In this work, as in earlier discussions on risk matrices, cost 
factors are selected in an ad hoc manner. In this work, we 

ity class [ 1 I]. In the snowball method, neural networks were 
first trained with the samples in the minority class, which 
favors the minority populations. Next, samples of majority 
classes were added gradually while training the neural net- 
work dynamically. The two methods were used in the MLP 
neural network, ART (Adaptive Resonance Theory) neural 
network and RBF neural network. However, it was found 
that the two methods mentioned above had no effect on the 
MLP and RBF neural networks. 

As an important neural network, the RBF (radial basis 
function) neural network has been applied widely in vari- 
ous applications, such as function approximation, noisy in- 
terpolation, density estimation, optimal classification tasks 
and data mining tasks [2][10] [14][15][16]. It is desirable to 
explore a training method of RBF neural networks handling 
.unbalanced data. The popularity of the RBF neural network 
is due to its fast training and its global approximation ca- 
pability with local responses. Like other neural networks, 
constructing an RBF neural network with a compact archi- 
tecture but robust for unbalanced data is a challenging task. 

Here we propose an algorithm by increasing the con- 
tribution of minority samples on the MSE (mean squared 
error) function. The MSE function is a powerful objective 
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function in neural network training. When learning a data 
set with a minority class, the weights of a neural network 
will be dominated by the majority classes. For example, 
when using the back propagation method to train weights, 
the weights are updated according to the variation in the er- 
ror function of the neural network [ 111. It is clear lhat the 
weights obtained finally will reflect the nature of the major- 
ity classes but not much of the minority class. Thus, lit moti- 
vates us to increase the magnitudes of weighted par- <imeters 
of minority classes to balance the influence of the unbal- 
anced classes, i.e., the errors brought by different cla5,ses are 
weighted by parameters inversely proportional to the num- 
ber of samples in the classes. 

This paper is organized as follows. The standard RBF 
neural network training algorithm is briefly reviewed in Sec- 
tion 2. In Section 3, we introduce our algorithm for training 
RBF neural networks with unbalanced data sets. A mod- 
ification allowing large overlaps between clusters with the 
same class label when training RBF networks is presented 
in Section 4. In Section 5, experimental results are shown. 
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6. 

2. THE STANDARD RBF NEURAL NETWORK 
TRAINING ALGORITHM FOR UNBALANCED 

DATA SETS 

For a neural network classifier, its training algorithm is based 
on its classification performance. The MSE function is used 
usually as the objective function in neural networks: 

where d is the target vector and Y is the output vector. 

Iows: 
In an FU3F neural network, its MSE function is as fol- 

(2)  

Here W is the weight vector. N is the number of patterns, 
M is the number of outputs, and K is the number of hidden 
units. wmj is the weight connecting the jth hidden unit with 
the mth output unit. 07 represents the output of thie jth 
kemel function for the nth input pattem. tz represents the 
target output of the mth output unit when inputting the nth 
pattern. 

Assume there are M classes in a data set, and A4 output 
neurons in the network. The m-th output of an RBF neural 
network corresponding to the n-th input vector is as follows: 

l N  
Eo(W) = - {g& - tkI2 . 

n=l m=l 
2 

K 

g ~ ( x ' . >  = wmjmj(Yn) + wmobm . (3) 
j=1 

Here x'. is the n-th input pattem vector, m = 1,2,  ..., M ,  
K is the number of hidden units. wmj is the weight con- 

necting the j-th hidden unit to the m-th output node. bm 

is the bias. wm0 is the yeight connecting the bias andthe 
m-th output node. my ( X n )  is the activation function of the 
j-th hidden unit corresponding to the n-th input vector. 

(4) 

where Cj and gj are the center and the width for the j-th 
hidden unit respectively, which are adjusted during leam- 
ing. When calculating the distance between input patterns 
and centers of hidden units, Euclidean distance measure is 
employed in RBF neural networks. 

Substitute eq. 3 into eq. 2: 

- N M  K 

(5 )  
Differentiate Eo with respect to wmj and let 

We obtain [4]: 

N K  

Eq. 7 can be written in a matrix notation which leads to the 
pseudo-inverse for solving weights [4]: 

(qF$)WT = #TT . 

Here 4 has dimensions N * K and elements 07, W has 
dimensions M*K and elements wmj, and T has dimensions 
N * M and elements t;. 

3. TRAINING RBF NEURAL NETWORKS ON 
UNBALANCED DATA SETS 

In the above equations, it is observed that there is no par- 
ticular attention paid on the condition that the classes in a 
data set are unbalanced, which may lead to unbalanced ar- 
chitecture in training. In our work, we add larger weights on 
minority classes in order to attract more attention in training 
for the minority members. 

Assume that the number of samples in class i is Ni. The 
total number of samples in the data set is N = N I  + ... + 
Ni + ... + NM.  The error function shown in eq. 5 can be 
written as: 

A - -  i=l n,=l m=l j = O  
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In supervised training algorithms, neural networks are 
construct by minimizing a neural network error function 
whose variables are the network weights connecting layers. 
For a data set with unbalanced classes, a general error func- 
tion as eq. 2 or eq. 9 can not lead to a balanced classi- 
fication performance on all classes in the data set because 
majority classes contribute more compared minority classes 
and therefore result in more weight adjustments. Thus, the 
training procedure has a bias towards frequently occurred 
classes. 

In order to increase the contribution of minority classes 
in weight adjustments, we change eq. 9 to: 

where 
N 

- Ni 
p . - - ,  i = l , 2  ,..., M 

Differentiate E with respect to w,j, and let 

W W )  
dwm j 

-=o . 

Substituting eq. 10 into eq. 12, we obtain: 

We introduce a new parameter r, replacing pi: 

r ,  =pi when x“. E Ai . 
Ai is class i. Substitute eq. 14 into eq. 13: 

N K 

Tn{ 
n=l j l = O  

~ m j l ~ y ,  - tk}oj” = o 

By replacing T, with 6.6, we obtain: 

N K  

n=l j ’ = O  

Similarly as stated in [4], there is the following new pseudo- 
inverse equation for calculating weight W: 

(4T4)WT = qhTT . (17) 

Different with the pseudo-inverse equation shown in eq. 8, 
here 4 -+ ay.&, and T --f t a . 6 .  

As indicated in the above equations, we have taken the 
unbalanced data into consideration when training RBF neu- 
ral networks. Parameter rns introduce biased weights which 
is opposite to the proportions of classes in a data set. The 

effect of weight parameter r, is shown in Section 5. Com- 
pared with the training method without considering the un- 
balanced condition in data, the classification accuracy of the 
minority classes are improved. We also allow large overlaps 
between clusters of the same class to reduce the number of 
hidden units [6][7]. 

4. LARGE OVERLAPS ALLOWED BETWEEN 
CLUSTERS WITH THE S A M E  CLASS LABEL 

In applications of RBF neural networks [12][6][5][?], it is 
desirable to discover hidden information from data sets, and 
represent the discovered information in an explicit and un- 
derstandable way. Thus, a compact RBF neural network 
classifier with high performance is preferred. 

In classification, there exists two kinds of overlaps, i.e., 
the overlaps between different classes and the overlaps be- 
tween clusters of the same class. The overlaps between dif- 
ferent classes have been considered in RBF training algo- 
r i thms.  For example, overlapped receptive fields of different 
clusters can improve the performance of the RBF classifier 
when dealing with noisy data [13]. In [9] and [17], overlap- 
ping Gaussian kemel functions are created to map out the 
territojl of each cluster with a smaller number of Gaussian 
functions. 

In those previous methods, large overlaps between clus- 
ters of the same class are not taken into consideration. Their 
clusters are formed as follows. A pattern is randomly se- 
lected from the data set V as the initial center of a clus- 
ter. The radius of this cluster is chosen in such a way that 
the ratio between the number of pattems of a certain class 
(in-class patterns) and the total number of patterns in the 
cluster is not less than a pre-defined value 8. Once this clus- 
ter is formed, all patterns inside this cluster are “removed” 
from the data set and do not participate in the formation of 
other clusters. The value of 8 is determined empirically and 
is related to an acceptable classification error rate. Since 
8 determines the radii of the clusters, it also indirectly de- 
termines the degree of overlaps between different clusters. 
Generally, a large 8 leads to small radii of clusters, thus it 
leads to small overlaps between the Gaussians for different 
clusters and a small classification error rate for the training 
data set. Since a small classification error is desired, there 
usually exist small overlaps between the Gaussians repre- 
senting the clusters. 

Here is a simple example. A specified 8 means that the 
ratio of in-class pattems in each cluster must be equal or 
larger than 8. In Fig. 1, suppose cluster A has been formed 
and its members “removed” from the data set V. Suppose 
pattern 2 is subsequently selected as the initial center of a 
new cluster and cluster B is thus formed. Clusters C through 
G are then formed similarly in sequence. We see that clus- 
ters B, C, and D are quite small and therefore the effective- 
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ness of the above clustering algorithm needs to be improved. 
For allowing large overlaps between clusters of the same 

class, a copy V, of the original data set V is generaled first. 
When a qualified cluster (the ratio of in-class pattems should 
be higher than e), e.g., cluster A in Fig. 2 (same a: in Fig. 
l) ,  is generated, the members in this cluster are “removed” 
from the copy data set V,, but the pattems in the original 
data set V remain unchanged. Subsequently, the inilia1 cen- 
ter of the next cluster is selected from the copy data set 
V,, but the candidate members of this cluster are pattems 
in the original data set V, and thus include the pattems in 
the cluster A. Subsequently when pattem 2 is selected as an 
initial cluster center, a much larger cluster B, which com- 
bines clusters B, C, and D in Fig. 1, can still meet the 8- 
criterion and can therefore be created. By allowing for large 
overlaps between clusters for the same class, we can further 
reduce the number of clusters substantially. This will lead 
to more efficient construction of RBF networks, and will be 
demonstrated by computer simulations in the next section. 

, 
Figure 1: existing algorithms: small overlaps between clus- 
ters. 

Figure 2: the modified algorithm with reduced niwnber 
of clusters: small overlaps between clusters of different 
classes, but large overlaps between clusters of the: same 
class. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Car data set [ l ]  are used here to test our algorithm. Each 
data set is divided into 3 parts, i.e., training, validation, and 
test sets. Each experiment is repeated 5 times with different 
initial conditions and the average results are recorded. 

Car data set is a unbalanced data set. There are 9 at- 
tributes and 2 classes (Group A and Group B) in Car data 
set. 4000 pattems are in training data set and 2000 pattems 
for testing data set. There are 507 pattems of class 1 (Group 
A) in training data set, and 205 pattems of class 1 in testing 
data set. The testing data set is divided into two subsets: val- 
idation set and testing set with loo0 pattems, respectively. 
Group A is the minority class. Group B is the majority class. 

The classification error rates and the number of hid- 
den units are shown comparing between small overlaps and 
large overlaps among clusters of the same class permitted. 
When allowing large overlaps among clusters of the same 
class, the number of hidden units is reduced from 328 to 
303, and the classification error rate on the test data set is 
increased a little bit from 4.1 % to 4.5%. 

Table 1 shows the comparison of overall classification 
error rates between with and without considering unbalanced 
condition. Here large overlaps are allowed between clusters 
with the same class label. It is also shown in Table 1, when 
considering the unbalanced condition in data set, that the 
classification error rate of the minority class (Group A) de- 
creases from 34.65% to 8.73%. At the same time, the error 
rate of the majority class increases a little bit from 1.37% 
to 4.1%. Since, at most cases, the minority class is embed- 
ded with important information, improving the individual 
accuracy of the minority class is critical. 

6. SUMMARY 

In this paper, we have proposed a modification to the train- 
ing algorithm for the construction and training of the RBF 
network on unbalanced data by increasing bias towards the 
minority classes. Weights inversely proportional to the num- 
ber of pattems of classes are given to each class in the MSE 
function. Experimental results show that the proposed method 
are effective in improving the classification accuracy of mi- 
nority classes while maintaining the overall classification 
performance. 
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